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Thank you so much for purchasing our first IR collection!

This manual will guide you through the process of installing the Logic ProX’s Space De-
signer presets. It is really simple. Let’s get started!

The stomps
We professionally sampled four stomps:

- Skysurfer from TC Electronic
- Holy Grail NANO from EHX
- Spring King from Danelectro
- Tri Reverb from Biyang

The recordings were made at 48KHz and 24 bit resolution, so you’re good to go with 
cinematic reverbs.

Some of the files are mono, because the pedals are mono themselves, other files are ste-
reo, since the pedal (the Tri Reverb) was stereo.

There are 50 IRs in the pack, and you have .wav files for maximum compatibility with any 
free and commercial IR player and\or reverb! But there also the IRs and presets for Logic 
ProX’s Space Designer reverb.

Installing the presets
To install the presets the only thing you need to do is to place the “VRI stompIR Pack 1” 
folder into your /Music/Audio Music Apps/Plug-In Settings/Space Designer” folder. And it’s 
done! Space Designer will automatically create the menu item with all the presets inside it.



Now you have the presets installed, but you also have to install the actual IR into the right 
folder, otherwise Space Designer will not be able to properly load the presets.

Installing the IRs for Space Designer
Again, this is a really simple operation. Just copy the “Impulse Responses” folder into your 
“Audio Music Apps” folder. If a folder named “Impulse Responses” is already present in 
your “Audio Music Apps” folder, then just copy the content, namely  all the file *.SDIR in the 
StompIR collection.

And that’s it, you’re good to go!

Now you can open Logic and load the presets into Space Designer:


